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Abstract

An experimental investigation on the effect of water mass on performance, and yield of a triangular slope and a typical single
slope solar still is presented in this paper. The condensing cover of the triangular slope solar still is made using polyethylene,
and the area of the solar still is made as 0.25 m2 for conventional and triangular slope solar still. The influencing parameters
such as wind velocity, intensity, and ambient temperatures are considered, and the entire experiments were carried out during
the month of December 2018 and June 2019. Furthermore, the operating parameter on the effect of the mass of water placed in
both solar still is analyzed experimentally for both the solar still. The comparative analysis results revealed that the triangular
single slope solar still performed better than conventional single slope solar still. The temperature of water in the basin of
triangular slope solar still is 6.8 % higher as compared to conventional solar still. Also, the daily yield produced using a square
basin, and triangular basin were found as 3.29 and 3.67 kg/m2, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Purification of water using solar energy is the most economical and evergreen method for this generation [1–5].
Manokar et al. [6] studied the different modifications in pyramidal-type solar, which caused potable water yield
to increase. Kabeel et al. [7] analyzed various heating mechanisms incorporated in stills to augment water yield.
Sathyamurthy et al. [8] studied the varied cover and absorber dimensions for yield enhancement. Sathyamurthy
et al. [9] examined the effects of incorporating a triangular basin and cover in a PSS. The highest output yield
was reported when the water depth was controlled along with cover cooling techniques. Essa et al. [10] analyzed
coffee-based colloid effects in a solar still and obtained enhanced yield. Manokar et al. [11] researched the effects
of using acrylic cover material in PSS.

Kumar et al. [12] studied the effects of double collector cover in the PSS model and observed that the cover
caused increased temperature due to the air gap, ultimately reducing the thermal efficiency of the PSS. Nayi &
Modi [13] analyzed various modified models of the PSS. Sathyamurthy et al. [14,15] conducted various studies on
PSS using phase change materials. Kumar et al. [16,17] conducted a detailed study on a modified PSS integrated
with an inclined model of solar still to augment potable water yield. Kabeel et al. [18] studied a triangular PSS with
nanoparticles (TiO2) mixed in black paints and applied on the absorber material for yield enhancement. Nagarajan
et al. [19] conducted theoretical research on PSS integrated with DC-powered fan and its effects on glass cooling.
Rubio-Cerda et al. [20] did a relative study on the performance of Triangular Solar Still (TSS) with one model
facing the East–West direction and another model facing the North–South direction. The still facing the East–West
direction showed better performance compared to the other model. Ahsan et al. [21] investigated the effects of TSS
with different water depths. At depths of 1.5 and 2.5 cm, the highest yield of 1.6 and 1.55 kg/m2 was reported.
Fath et al. [22] studied PSS and CSS’s performance throughout the year and observed that they produced 1532.7
L and 1510.5 L of freshwater yield, respectively but produced a similar yield of 2.6 L per day. Taamneh and
Taamneh [23] observed a 25% yield enhancement from a PSS integrated with a fan compared to the conventional
PSS model. The modified model produced the highest yield of 3 kg/day while the conventional still produced a
maximum yield of 2.5 L. Kabeel et al. [24] did a relative study on the conventional PSS model and PSS integrated
with V-corrugated absorber surface and PCM and observed a maximum daily yield of 3.5 L and 6.6 kg, respectively.
Abdelal and Taamneh [25] introduced a novel PSS model with a composite absorber plate. Results showed that PSS
with a 5% CNT coated plate produced a maximum daily potable water yield of 3.3 kg/m2, while the black paint
coated plate produced a yield of 1.73 kg/m2. Omara et al. [26] introduced a novel solar still with a vertical rotating
wick. This model helped in better evaporation, and faster condensation with a daily output of 5800 mL at 0.05
rpm was reported, which was 37% enhanced than a conventional still model. Shubhajyothi et al. [27] investigated
the effects of placing a tilted glass over the wick surface in the yield production and thermal efficiency by taking
into consideration the concept of solar fraction. Kalpesh & Jenish [28] analyzed a single slope solar performance
still with a double basin using jute as wick material. Compared to the still without the wick pile, the yield saw
a percentage rise of 23.71% and the efficiency was enhanced by 29.37%. Saravanan & Murugan [29] studied the
effects of water depth and different wick materials in the yield production capacity of the square pyramid solar still.
The reports showed that the highest yield was obtained at the least depth of 2 cm and using woolen wick material.

Kalpesh et al. [30] analyzed spherical basin solar still integrated parabolic reflector and observed that the highest
water mass of 5L in the basin provided the highest yield of 8.2596 L/m2. Naresh [31] performed numerical analysis
and provided a mathematical model to study the thermal effectiveness of a spherical solar still. Mohammed et al. [32]
examined the productivity and effectiveness of hemispherical solar still with modified basin trays. The results showed
that the still with copper tray produced the highest daily yield of 7.35 kg/m2, which was 53.125% enhanced when
compared to the conventional model. Mohd et al. [33] studied the effects of top cover cooling on the functioning
of hemispherical solar still model and noted an enhanced efficiency of 42%. Mohammed et al. [34] observed a
percentage augmentation of 56.73% in yield when they introduced iron fins into hemispherical solar still. Essa
et al. [35] used a rotating drum integrated tubular solar still and studied its productivity for different rotating speeds.
The observations revealed that at 0.05 rpm, the percentage rise in yield was noted to be 175% when compared to
the conventional still model.

It is clear from the above literature that stills with a single slope triangular cover, and a triangular basin/absorber
have not been thoroughly investigated. The TBSSSS and CSSSS are used to investigate different variables such as
water temperature, glass temperature, potable water yield, and daily thermal efficiency. The research primary goal is
to improve the freshwater yield from a triangular basin with a single slope and a changed absorber and condensing
cover.
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